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Quebec delegation reflects on Caux  2016 
experience  
 
A Caux veteran since 1972, I was delighted to 
introduce my two First Nations colleagues, Marie 
Émilie Lacroix, an Innu, and Nicole O’Bomsawin, 
an Abenaki, as well as their testimonies. For me, IofC 
and Caux have been a continuing education school. 
From July 12 to 25, we attended two sessions: ‘Just 
Governance for Human Security’ and the 
‘International Peacebuilders’ Forum’ on this 70th anniversary of the Caux conferences with 
participants from more than 80 countries. 
Laurent Gagnon, Montreal 
 
It was my great privilege to live the Caux experience for a second year in a row. However, 
this year felt different and I attribute the feeling to my year-long experience with IofC 
Quebec. The Montreal Annual General Meeting in June also rooted me deeper in the spirit 
and the objectives of the organization.  
 
My deepest desire is to embody the Caux spirit and throw its seeds to the wind. I came 
back with the motivation of committing even more. I am convinced that Quebec needs a 
version of the international program “Creators of Peace”, as well as the “Blanket Exercise” 
used to raise public awareness of the historical land dispossession of the First Nations. 
Marie Émilie Lacroix, Quebec 
 
Despite my long experience of travelling to share the First Nations cultures of Canada with 
the world, going to Caux changed my perspective and became also an inner journey. I am 
deeply convinced that the Spirit guides us to where He wants us to be. So, I was full of trust 
when I left for Caux, an inspiring place redolent with history, an invitation to wonderment 
and contemplation. 
 
More than anything however, what drew me in was the encounter with 97-year old Lucette 
Schneider in her home; she was wise and inspirational. I remember her saying: “Action is 
good but do it with a purpose and a spiritual objective in mind.” As for Jacky Brandt, in his 
home, he told us about his father who was one of the artisans of Caux. Through Jacky, I 
understood the meaning of the word “commitment” to IofC.  
 
When I returned, I realized that this experience taught me to trust and listen more to the 
Spirit. Caux has left its imprint on me that showed in my participation in the Montreal World 
Social Forum. I discovered IofC’s international programs that made me want to make it 
more known in Quebec and in the French-speaking First Nations. Now, I am curious to 
know more about IofC Canada. 
Nicole O’Bomsawin, Quebec 
 
John Ayer, Henry Heald highlight importance of preserving IofC history 
      
Ottawa, August 26, 2016--I first became involved with the IofC archives project as a 
volunteer student through the Community Service Learning Centre of the University of 
Ottawa, a community partner of IofC.  During my time as a volunteer under the supervision 
of  Elaine Gordon who initiated the project, I became fascinated by the movement’s history. 
When Elaine approached me later to assist her to design a new, more accessible structure, 
I was thrilled to accept. 
 
Over the spring and summer we continued to meet the challenges of sorting, dating and 
organizing the large array of documents dating from 1927 to the present. A visit on August 

Editor’s message 

 Dear Readers, 
 
It’s Thanksgiving Day in Canada, and 
the air is redolent with fall fragrances. 
The aroma of a freshly baked 
pumpkin pie mingles with that of a 
turkey sizzling in the oven as I write 
this. Splashes of fiery colour brighten 
the Ottawa area landscape. It’s 
something of a platitude to say that 
we in Canada have much to be 
thankful for, and yet it’s worth 
repeating.  
 
Within the IofC family,we can reflect 
on the gifts we have been given. We 
are part of a worldwide movement 
guided by the ideals of honesty, 
purity, unselfishness and love to 
make positive changes in the world. 
We help to inspire, equip and 
connect people to address local and 
world needs for justice, reconciliation 
and peace. 
 
As we reflect with gratitude on the 
accomplishments of longtime IofC 
members, I’d like to refer to two 
people who have been introduced to 
its ideals recently. Murielle Cassidy, 
who is helping to streamline the 
Ottawa office systems, says she is 
happy to do even routine tasks 
because she is supporting such 
worthy endeavours. Jessie Lang 
was greatly moved by the passion of 
two veteran members, John Ayer 
and Henry Heald. It’s a safe bet that 
both these women have caught some 
of the spirit of IofC. 
  
Donations to support IofC’s work are 
always welcome. Please send your 
cheques to The Treasurer,101A-225 
Metcalfe St. Ottawa, ON K2P 1P9 
 
Susan Korah, Ottawa 
 

Nicole, Laurent, Marie Emilie and Lucette 



 

25 from longtime IofC members Henry Heald and John Ayer reinforced the importance of preserving 
and revamping this archive.  
 
During their short visit we held a brief oral history session to record some of their thoughts and emotions 
that inspired their lifetime of dedication and involvement in Moral Re-Armament (now IofC). 
Personally witnessing the passion displayed by these men, I recognized that the personal letters, reports 
and speeches in the archive collection was the work of everyday people who transformed the 
organization, and whose stories deserve to be preserved.  
 
The archive offers a unique perspective of the range of contributions from a variety of individuals who 
came together to make positive changes in the world. Through continuous development and inclusion of 

different sources, the Ottawa-based IofC Canada archives is a valuable resource that allows 
past and future generations to  connect to the unique history of the organization. 
 Jessie Lang, Assistant Archivist, Ottawa 

 
University of Alberta honours John Bocock for environmental work 
 
John Bocock, an IofC member from Alberta, recently received a high honour from the 
University of Alberta when he was given The Alumni Centenary Award for Service to the 
University. The citation for the award stated that among other contributions “Bocock has been 
involved with Initiatives of Change for more than 50 years. The organization is committed to 
promoting racial harmony and reconciliation around the world.”  
 
In its September 21 issue, the community newspaper St. Albert Gazette carried an interview 
with John about the award. Journalist Kevin Ma wrote the following about John’s involvement 
with Initiatives of Change: “Bocock said he decided to join the group when he saw one of its 
films, Freedom at Edmonton’s Varscona theatre in 1958. After hearing the cast of the film speak on the importance of reconciliation, he 
realized he had to take a look at his own life. ‘I realized my relationship with my brother Bill needed a bit of help,’ he said. The two 
reconciled and have farmed together ever since. ‘When I watch the national news most of it is bad news about bad relationships’, he 
said. ‘The lesson we seem slow to learn is how to get along with each other. We need to start making friends with people instead of 
dropping bombs on them.’” 
 
The award also recognized John’s significant work as an environmentalist. When an oil company announced plans to set up a sour 
gas plant near his home, John was chief spokesperson and helped bring people together to get the company to install scrubbers that 
would reduce sulphur emissions. 
Jack Freebury, Calgary 
 
Janyce Konkin shares IofC tenets at South Sudan relief organization conference 
 
Calgary, September 24, 2016---With Alex Neve, Secretary General of Amnesty International, Canada, as the first speaker, the Relief 
Organization for South Sudan (ROSS) held a conference “Give Me a Chance to Live: Uniting Voices for South Sudan”.  He opened the 
conference with an update of Amnesty’s work in South Sudan and the prevailing humanitarian issues, inspiring the nearly 250 
participants with the necessity of ensuring justice and accountability. Five break-out sessions exposed participants to empowerment, 
truth and reconciliation, social media, and ways forward for the community. 
 
IofC’s contribution to healing 
As part of a three-member panel on “Community Healing and Forgiveness” Janyce Konkin, IofC’s Regional Coordinator in Alberta 
shared some of IofC’s main tenets. She focused specifically on the role of forgiveness in healing. Dr. John Kuek, a psychologist from 
San Diego, USA, spoke on the negative impact of civil wars or trauma in relation to family and community wellness. Pastor Bryan 
Rollen, of the Church of Nazarene, brought a distinctly Christian perspective to the issue of reconciliation and peace. 
 
Need to build trust 
Janyce said the bottom line is that we need to build trust.  Drawing on research by Prof. Vern Redekop of Saint Paul University, 
Ottawa, she said:  “Violence becomes a cycle that does not stop, for pride, hurt or anger gets in the way of forgiving. The cycle begins 
with a victim who is hurt and wants revenge. The victim-revenge cycle continues in an endless, self-perpetuating whirlwind of violence, 
unless someone in the long line of victims decides to end it by abandoning the need for revenge. That change begins with 
reconciliation. Reconciliation begins with rebuilding trust that has been lost over years of conflict.” 
 
Numerous participants approached Janyce at the end requesting more information on how to become more engaged with IofC.  A 
follow-up Creators of Peace Circles program is in the offing. 
Janyce Konkin, Calgary 

Jenny and John Bocock 



 

Alberta Champions Society honours Chief Walking Buffalo, one of 
IofC Canada’s historic leaders  
  
Calgary, Sept. 27, 2016--Walking Buffalo, a Chief of the Stoney Nakoda First Nation in 
the early 1900s, was honoured by Alberta Champions Society (a group that recognizes 
outstanding contributors to Calgary and Alberta) at the Calgary Heritage Park Historical 
Village. The Society unveiled monuments in a “Field of Fame” to celebrate the 
contributions of six individuals who had an immense impact on our city and province.    
Highlighting the Chief’s work for reconciliation, the inscription reads: “In 1958 at the age 
of 87, Walking Buffalo took on a whole new life mission. Sponsored by International 
Moral Re-Armament (as IofC was then called),  in 1960 and 1961 he traveled to 22 
countries and gave millions of people a message on  “love and respect for fundamental 

human dignity and the importance of respecting and protecting Mother Earth”. 
 
The ceremony opened with a Chief’s song by drummers and singers of the Nakoda Bearspaw First Nation, and speeches by Stoney 
Nakoda Chiefs Darcy Dixon and Aaron Young, both of whom had been to Caux, IofC’s conference centre in 2001.  
Currie said that advice is as relevant for people in today’s world as when the Chief said it over 50 years ago. 
 
IofC participation in ceremony 
Henry Holloway, former Chief of the Stoney Chiniki Nation and a grandson of Chief Walking Buffalo who travelled with him on the 
1960 journey, and Jack Freebury, longtime IofC member from Edmonton who travelled with Walking Buffalo to conferences in 
Canada, the USA and South America took part in the unveiling ceremony.David Swann,  Alberta  MLA (Member of the Legislative 
Assembly),  and Janyce, Konkin, IofC’s Regional Coordinator in Alberta  were also at the ceremony along with over 50 members of 
the Chief’s extended family. 
 
For those interested, the link to the I of C international website for viewing the film Walking Buffalo World Journey is 
http://www.iofc.org/historical-iofc-films. The films available for viewing are listed alphabetically, so it is the last film listed. 
Jack Freebury, Calgary  
 
From intern to communications assistant: Tim Hall reflects on personal IofC journey  
 
My initiative of change was sparked in 2011 when I engaged in a month of filmmaking and dialogue alongside a group of Palestinians, 
Israelis and fellow Canadians. I left the program with a question: “How can filmmaking and dialogue be better fused as a tool for 
peacebuilding?” 
 
One year later, I stood in a circle of filmmakers at a film festival in Vancouver, hoping to find an internship in film. When long-time 
Initiatives of Change film manager Chris Hartnell introduced his organization’s latest film An African Answer, he also mentioned that he 
was looking for a summer intern. A cup of coffee, two internships and one Caux Scholars Program later I found myself working under 
Chris’ mentorship as the Initiatives of Change Canada Communications Assistant. 
 
Initially I was nervous about committing at all. I carried a fierce passion and meticulous plan to search out the answer to my question, 
and was a afraid that if I didn’t go ahead with it immediately, it wouldn’t happen at all. 
 
Chris met my non-committal attitude to IofC with generosity, prayer and patience. I witnessed this peace-filled approach at work in IofC 
events, activities and each member I met. And slowly I settled in to accept that it takes more than my own passion and drive to make 
my dreams happen. 
 
This year I felt that the time has come to move on. I will be working with a startup non-profit called I Am Filmmaker 
(http://iamfilmmaker.org/) to train individuals and organizations in filmmaking. I hope that as I practice, I will learn what pieces of the 
training might be fused with tools from dialogue. I imagine that if using a camera and editing software can be as easy as picking up a 
pen and writing, then the technology is no longer a barrier to people with an 
incredible story to tell. 
 
I am truly grateful for three years to work with IofC before beginning this 
pursuit. I believe that my time here has allowed me to soak in such valuable 
lessons in teamwork, trust and listening. By watching them lived out among the 
team, I now consider these qualities an essential foundation for peacebuilding 
efforts. I hope to cultivate the same in my path forward. 
Tim Hall, Surrey, BC 

 

 Jack Freebury, Gordon Hoffman and Henry Holloway 

Tim Hall with mentor Chris Hartnell 



 

World Social Forum participant finds blanket exercise ideal tool to 
build awareness of Aboriginal situation  
 
Montreal, August 15, 2016 ---In light of the numerous social, political, economic, and 
environmental issues currently affecting our planet, the 12th edition of the World 
Social Forum held presented an excellent platform for IofC to discuss these global 
issues and ponder on viable solutions. 
  
Roughly 35,000 participants from over 125 countries representing various 
organizations and activists attended the forum. The opportunity to exchange ideas 
and network with all these different people made my first participation in the WSF a 
wonderful experience. The few activities I was able to attend, exposed me to 
unfamiliar regional and international realities, but one particular activity, the Blanket 
Exercise, stood out for me. This activity was facilitated by Initiatives of Change in 
partnership with ROJEP, an Ecumenical Network for Justice Ecology and Peace.  
 
The Blanket Exercise is a learning tool that explores Canadian-Indigenous relations starting from the first encounter with Europeans. 
Personally, this exercise helped me put in perspective the gravity and impact of this history. The participants were invitedto play the 
roles of First Nations, while the organizers took on the roles of the European colonists and history narrators. The narrators revisited 
various historical events that unfolded such as treaty-making, wars, and resistance while the participants simultaneously walked around 
on the blankets exchanging objects with one another simulating the barter that occurred back then. Following the arrival of Europeans 
coupled with events that transpired after, the narrators started handing us cards of different colors representative of death, children who 
were sent to residential schools, family displacement, etc. Meanwhile, the blankets we stood on were gradually taken away, indicative 
of the dispossession of First Nations’ territory.  
 
In the end, participants were invited to share their thoughts in a group circle. It proved to be an enriching experience. Different 
perspectives were shared, but all espoused empathy and understanding. Two young First Nations women present in the audience 
delivered a pithy message contextualizing their own experience in relation to their people’s history. In concluding, they urged all 
participants to contribute to bridging gaps that still remain in our society. 
Léonard Ishimwe, Montreal 
 
Murielle Cassidy happy to support IofC work in Ottawa office 
 
Ottawa, Sept. 15, 2016---Murielle Cassidy has been working on administrative tasks in the Ottawa office since August. So far she has 
been focused on helping us improve our office systems, as well as get current on our administrative backlogs. About her time with us, 
Murielle says: “It is refreshing and encouraging to me to be working in a positive environment, with people who are forward thinking and 
community minded. I am grateful for this opportunity to have discovered and to learn about IofC, and to know that the work that I am 
doing, as general as it is, helps to support IofC endeavours. Thanks for having me here.” 
Mary Ella Keblusek, Ottawa 
 
 
 

Calendar of Events 

Quebec City 

Nov. 8-7:00 to 8:30 pm- Diocesan services at 1073 René 
LevesquesWest,  Quebec 

Nov. 22, 9:00 pm- Blanket Exercise in French and English to 
create understanding of Aboriginal situation, Anglican Diocese 
of Quebec, 31 Desjardins St., Quebec 

For more information on Quebec events, contact Laurent 
Gagnon l.gagnon@ca.iofc.org  

Please check http://ca.iofc.org/events for updates on events in 
other cities. 

 

Initiatives of Change  

In Canada, IofC is officially registered as a charitable 
organization under the name Initiatives of Change Association 
Canada. Donations are tax deductible. For more information 
and to donate online visit www.ca.iofc.org 

By mail send a cheque payable to: Initiatives of Change, The 
Treasurer, Suite 101A-225 Metcalfe St., Ottawa ON K2P 0G3 

Canadian Initiatives is published four times a year by 
Initiatives of Change Canada. To subscribe, e-mail 
admin@ca.iofc.org 

To submit articles and pictures, e-mail 
susan.korah@sympatico.ca. The deadline for the next edition 
is December 16, 2016. 

For more information contact the national office or 
visit www.ca.iofc.org 

  
Initiatives of Change Association (Canada) • Association Initiatives et Changement (Canada) 

Suite 101A-225 Metcalfe Street, Ottawa ON K2P 1P9. Tel:613.230.7197. E-mail: info@ca.iofc.org 

Tim Hall with mentor Chris Hartnell 

Dispossession: How does it feel? 


